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GroupA
   Atomium

The Atomium is a
monument built
for Expo '58, the
1958 Brussels
World's Fair and
it is 102-metres
tall (and is
located at the
border of
Brussels).One of
the original ideas
was to build an
upside-down
version of the
Eiffel tower;
however, the
architect
Waterkeyn felt
that an atomic
structure would
be more symbolic
of the era. What
does it
symbolizes? 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)iron crystal
magnified 165
billion times

B)a sphere for
every province
of Belgium

C)symbolizing
the 9 themes
of the expo

   Antwoord van Team 2

A

Dit antwoord is correct!

Score: 50
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Score: 50

   De zwarte toren

As the harbour of
Brussels moved
away and the
docks at the
Katelijne
neighbourhood
were dried,
Brussels built the
gothic Sint-
Katelijne church
in 1845. You will
also find here the
Black Tower and
it dates from ca
1200. It survived
the wave of
demolition in the
1880's thanks to
the mayor of that
time. What was
the original
function of this
monument? 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)a part of a
prison

B)a part of the
city walls

C)a part of a
fortress

   Antwoord van Team 1

B

Dit antwoord is correct!

Score: 50

   Chocolate

Belgian chocolate
has been a
European
delicacy for
hundreds of
years. It is said
that Henri Escher,
Mayor of Zurich,
drank his first cup
of chocolate on
the Grand Place
in Brussels. Being

   Antwoord van Team 1

B

Dit antwoord is fout!

C
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so impressed with
its flavour, he
exported the
recipe to
Switzerland. How
much chocolate
Belgium produces
each year? 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)1,720 ton

B)17,200 ton

C)172,000 ton

Score: 0

   Lambiek

You are now at
the â
!œbrouwershuisâ
!" (brewersâ!™
home), owned by
the Belgian
brewers. Baroque
and Flemish
decorative
elements merge
in the faÃ§ade.
Lambiek is a
typical Brussels

beer, which is
used as a basis for
beers as Gueuze,
Faro and Kriek.
Do you know
why the "real"
lambic can only
be brewed in the
Senne valley (the
river flowing
through
Brussels)? 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)Only the
Senne
provides just
the right
combination
of ferments

   Antwoord van Team 1

C

Dit antwoord is fout!

A
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of ferments
that are needed
to brew
Lambiek

B)The
brewing
process is very
secret held by
an exclusive
guild of
Brussels
brewers

C)A
Napoleonic
law from 1812
states that
Lambic can
only be brewn
near the river
Senne

Score: 0

   Homo Erectus

In this area are different gay bars; one of them is the

Homo Erectus. How do you recognize that a bar is for
gays or lesbians? 

Mogelijke antwoorden:

A)when there are mostly man inside

B)when their is a rainbow flag outside

C)when the beer is pink

   Antwoord van Team 2

B

Dit antwoord is correct!

Score: 50

   nero

The Brussels
waffle is a known
Belgian dish, you
can buy them on
many streets. It is
characterized
with a grid
pattern of
squares, how
many squares has
a Brussels
waffle? At the
end of the

   Antwoord van Team 2

B

Dit antwoord is correct!
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end of the
Belgian comic
strip Nero, the
end of the
adventures is
celebrated by a
typical waffle
party (see
picture). 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)12

B)24

C)30

Score: 50

   Theater toone
The origin of the
puppet theatre
goes back up to
the area when
Belgium was
reigned by the
Spanish king
Philippe II. The
comedians were
replaced by
wooden puppets.
This kind of
theatre allowed
the illiterate
people to remain
in a state of revolt
during the
Spanish period.
When Theatre
Toone started and
is in the same
year as Belgium
became
independent. 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)1730

B)1830

C)1930

   Antwoord van Team 1

B

Dit antwoord is correct!
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Score: 50

   Delirium

Delirium tremens
is an acute
episode of
delirium that is
usually caused by
withdrawal from
alcohol. In the
pub with the pink
elephant one does
not need to suffer

from this. This
pub is in The
Guinness Book of
Records since
they have the
most types of
beers from over
60 countries in
stock. How many
types of beer? 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)304

B)1004

C)2004

   Antwoord van Team 1

C

Dit antwoord is correct!

Score: 50

   Manneke pis

Manneke Pis
(Little Man Pee)
is probably one of
Belgium most
famous statues.
There are many
legends about this
little man. One
that he pied on a
burning fuse and
saved the city
from explosive
charges placed at
the city walls. He
is regularly
dressed and many
woman are
jealous of his

   Antwoord van Team 2

C

Dit antwoord is correct!
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jealous of his
wardrobe (more
than 800 pieces).
There are two
other peeing
statues in
Brussels, which
one does not
exist? 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)a dog,
called Zinneke

B)a woman,
called
Jeanneke

C)a cat, called
Bruxcelke

Score: 50

   Le Cerceuil

In Cerceuil (the coffin) you drink with the death. This
pub is very macabre since it is decorated with skulls,
coffins and other funeral things. You can receive your
drinks in a particular glass, what kind of glass? 

Mogelijke antwoorden:

A)A skull

B)A viking helmet

C)A Glass with blood

   Antwoord van Team 2

A

Dit antwoord is correct!

Score: 50

   de munt

Royal Theatre of
the Mint is a
theatre, which
played a
prominent role in
the formation of
the Kingdom of
Belgium. After
the opera La
Muette de Portici
(The Mute Girl of
Portici), riots

   Antwoord van Team 1

B

Dit antwoord is correct!
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Portici), riots
broke out which

became the signal
for the Belgian
Revolution and
which led to
Belgian
independence.
From which
country Belgium
became
independent? 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)France

B)The
Netherlands

C)Germany

Score: 50

   st goriks

In this picture the
Sint Goriks
square looked
like before. The
central pillar on
the attached
picture still exists.
Find it, take a
picture and send
it to us. The old
covered market in
the middle was
built in 1881 and
is surrounded
now by fine pubs.

  
Antwoord

van Team 2

Commentaar
van de
Rechter:

Yes, nicely
done! the full
fifthy points

Score: 50

Total score GroupA: 500

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3
200 300 0


